We present a generalized dispersion equation for shear horizontally polarized acoustic waves in a system of a finite thickness substrate covered by a finite thickness solid layer having a lower shear acoustic speed. The solutions to the equation describe both layer guided Love waves and resonant acoustic plate modes. We identify higher order mode Love waves as continuations from the lowest order acoustic plate mode associated with the previous Love wave mode. Experimental results are presented that confirm the relationship between the multiple Love wave modes and the acoustic plate modes.
Text of Manuscript
In the more than thirty years since it was suggested that surface acoustic waves (SAWs) could be excited by an interdigital transducer 1 their utility as a tool to investigate fundamental properties of materials has been established. The Rayleigh SAW, with a mechanical component of displacement perpendicular to the surface, has been used to investigate transport properties of one-and two-dimensional electron gas systems, the fractional quantum hall effect and acoustoelectric charge transport in semiconductor quantum wells [2] [3] [4] [5] . Shear horizontal SAWs, with their mechanical displacement in the plane of the surface, have also been studied in supported thin films on GaAs wafers and in adsorbed Si-SiO 2 bilayers 6, 7 . In recent years, the use of SAW's has been significantly extended into chemical and biochemical applications. A fundamental requirement in these applications is for highly surface mass sensitive techniques capable of operating in an aqueous environment. To avoid the high damping that may be caused by the aqueous environment the acoustic waves must be either shear horizontally polarized or have a phase speed less than the speed of sound in the liquid. A wide range of surface acoustic wave types have been considered, including Love waves and shear horizontally polarized acoustic plate modes (SH-APM) 8 . Love waves were first reported for use as a biosensor in 1992
by Gizeli et al 9 and offer one of the highest potential mass sensitivities, but they have generally been regarded as distinct from acoustic plate modes. Therefore, a physical understanding of the spectrum of shear horizontally polarized acoustic modes occurring in a Love wave configuration is of wide interest.
A Love wave is a shear horizontally polarized acoustic wave that is localized to the surface of a semi-infinite half space and guided by a layer which has a shear acoustic speed less than that of the half space material 10, 11 . In fig. 1 we show the numerical results for the phase speed obtained from the dispersion equation using parameters of w=100 μm f=100 MHz, v l =1100 ms -1 , v s =5100 ms -1 , ρ l =1000 kgm -3 and ρ s =2655 kgm -3 . With the exception of the substrate thickness, these parameters describe high frequency Love waves using a poly(methylmethacrylate) guiding layer on quartz. The substrate thickness in the calculation is thinner than typical substrates used in experiments, but this is solely to enable the acoustic plate modes to be resolved in fig. 1 . The points shown in fig. 1 are the start of each mode calculated using the analytical results. Numerically, it is clear that each higher order In conclusion, by developing a generalized dispersion equation for Love waves on a finite thickness substrate we have determined a spectrum that also includes shear horizontally polarized acoustic plate modes. We have demonstrated that a higher order mode of Love wave can be considered to arise from previously existing acoustic plate modes associated with the previous Love wave mode. We have shown experimentally, on a substrate without specific preparation of the back surface, that both multiple Love wave modes and the associated shear horizontally polarized acoustic plate modes can be excited.
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